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The second edition of this popular international handbook highlights the developing relationship between psychology and the law. Consisting of all-new material and drawing on the work of practitioners and academics from the UK, Europe, North America and elsewhere, this volume looks not only at the more traditional elements of psychology and the law - the provision of psychological assessments about individuals to the courts - but also many of the recent developments, such as the interaction between psychologists and other professionals, decision-making by judges and juries, and the shaping of social policy and political debate.
David Carson, a lawyer with special interests in developing practical approaches to the prevention of legal problems, and Ray Bull, a psychologist specialising in legal applications of psychology, have ensured that each chapter is relevant to, and easily readable by, both professions.  

Contemporary and authoritative in its scope, the second edition of the Handbook of Psychology in Legal Contexts will prove to be a valuable resource for scholars and students, as well as being a vital tool for all professionals working in the field.     

       About the Author
   David Carson, a lawyer with special interests in developing practical approaches to the prevention of legal problems, and Ray Bull, a psychologist specialising in legal applications of psychology, have ensured that each chapter is relevant to, and easily readable by, both professions.       
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Radio Frequency Cell Site Engineering Made Easy (SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Springer, 2018

	This book introduces Radio Frequency Cell Site Engineering to a broad audience. The author blends theory and practice to bring readers up-to-date in key concepts, underlying principles and practical applications of wireless communications. The presentation is designed to be easily accessible, minimizing mathematics and maximizing visuals....
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Renegotiating Film Genres in East Asian Cinemas and Beyond (East Asian Popular Culture)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	This book brings together nine original chapters to examine genre agency in East Asian cinema within the transnational context. It addresses several urgent and pertinent issues such as the distribution and exhibition practices of East Asian genre films, intra-regional creative flow of screen culture, and genre’s creative response to...
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Time And Thermodynamics (Physics in Our World)Facts on File, 2007
A LEGEND OF the ancient Greeks tells the story of a god called Prometheus, who taught people how to make fire. This gave a tremendous boost to humanity, and the other gods were furious with Prometheus for allowing humans to wield such potency.

Although the story of Prometheus is a myth, the ability to harness fire and heat did provide...
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Ubuntu: Up and Running: A Power User's Desktop GuideO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Ubuntu for everyone! This popular Linux-based operating system is perfect for people with little technical background. It's simple to install, and easy to use -- with a strong focus on security. Ubuntu: Up and Running shows you the ins and outs of this system with a complete hands-on tour. You'll learn how Ubuntu...
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TensorFlow 2.0 Quick Start Guide: Get up to speed with the newly introduced features of TensorFlow 2.0Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		Perform supervised and unsupervised machine learning and learn advanced techniques such as training neural networks.

	
		Key Features

		
			Train your own models for effective prediction, using high-level Keras API
	
			Perform supervised and unsupervised machine learning and learn...
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Computer Evidence: Collection and PreservationCharles River, 2009

	As computers and data systems continue to evolve, they expand into every facet of our personal and business lives. Never before has our society been so information and technology driven. Because computers, data communications, and data storage devices have become ubiquitous, few crimes or civil disputes do not involve them in some way. This...
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